
Educational purpose

Th is course shall aim at training the researchers and faculty members who can plan/execute research based on advanced and 

global view in their own areas of study through rich and advance educational research from basic and applications relating to 

human mind and body and various activities, have a broad knowledge relating to human beings and plan/execute distinguished 

academic research by which advanced fusion of different areas can be sought on the back of distinguished interdisciplinary 

academic research and international and interdisciplinary educational research environment, and highly specialized professionals 

who can satisfy social needs by understanding human beings from multifaceted view and researching/designing fl exible and 

proper aids/support.

Competences specified by the Degree 
Programs 

Evaluation perspectives

Master’s 

Program

1. Research ability: Basic knowledge and 

ability to set research tasks and carry out a 

research plan in the areas of comprehensive 

human sciences

① If relevant research tasks from the review of previous research 

in the area of expertise involved in the human mind and body 

and various activities are set

② If modern research tasks involved in the human mind and body 

and various activities are pointed out from a global perspective

2. Specia l iz ed  knowledge: Advanced 

specialized knowledge and command of 

the areas of comprehensive human sciences

① If specialized knowledge to explore research subjects and fi elds 

in an appropriate manner is acquired

② If there is motivation to actively absorb and use knowledge and 

skills necessary to research of the relevant area

3. Ethical view: Ethical view and ethical 

knowledge appropriate for persons with 

basic research ability or highly specialized 

professionals in the areas of comprehensive 

human sciences

① If  there is a choice of appropriate methods of research for 

research tasks targeting humans

② If research devoting enough attention to the ethical aspect on 

human mind and body and various activities is carried out

Doctoral 

Program

1. Research ability: Ability to set leading-edge 

research tasks based on up-to-date 

specialized knowledge and carry out a 

research plan independently in the areas of 

comprehensive human sciences

① If essential research tasks that contribute to the future on the 

basis of previous research in the area of expertise involved in 

the human mind and body and various activities are set

② If original fi ndings using reasonable methods of research in the 

solution of leading-edge set tasks are created

2. Specialized knowledge: Leading-edge and 

advanced specialized knowledge and 

command of the areas of comprehensive 

human sciences

① If the ability to put leading-edge and advanced specialized 

knowledge in the relevant area into practice is acquired 

② If original tasks based on up-to-date specialized knowledge in 

the relevant area were newly discovered

3. Ethical view: Ethical view and ethical 

knowledge appropriate for researchers or 

highly specialized professionals in the areas 

of comprehensive human sciences and deep 

ethical knowledge about the specifi c area of 

expertise

① If knowledge to keep intellectual property and information 

involved in research secure is suffi  cient

② If knowledge to keep ethical view, intellectual property and 

information vital to the relevant area secure is explained
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